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About This Game

She Remembered Caterpillars is a color-matching puzzle game with an unsettling fungipunk aesthetic. Set in a phantasgamorphic
world of writhing caterpillars, brightly-colored Gammies, and living architecture, the game will have players eavesdropping on

what appears to be one scientist’s quest to save her father.

As the chapters progress, more of this strange universe will reveal itself: what manner of cataclysm occurred here? Who are the
players involved? And what exactly are the Gammies doing in these dreamscapes?

Winner of Intel Level Up Game Demo’s Best Puzzle Game Award, She Remembered Caterpillars will test your capacity for
problem-solving, dropping you into puzzles of escalating difficulty, each building on the lessons of the last.
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Features

Gorgeous artwork from Symmetrain (IGF 2014 Student Showcase Award) creator Daniel Leander Goffin.

40 levels of brain-bending puzzles, with each new act presenting a fresh mechanic or a different color.

A haunting soundtrack by Thomas Höhl, composer for Galaxy On Fire and the well-known Deponia (1–3) franchise.

She Remembered Caterpillars can easily be played by the color-blind, thanks to its unique usage of shapes and symbols
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Title: She Remembered Caterpillars
Genre: Indie
Developer:
jumpsuit entertainment UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Publisher:
Ysbryd Games, WhisperGames
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2017
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As in real life, I am continuously failing to flirt with boys.. No thank you.. Great game with spooky atmosphere.
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luvv it <3. Visually impressive,mildly entertaining and the concept is easy to learn but hard to master...
A game that I recommend playing if you're a fan of platformers..... This is a fun VN that is about 6 hours long (depending on
how fast you read) and this is a prequel to their free one. It would have been nice if they had more Starcraft games played out in
the tournaments because it seems a lot of the matches that happen in the VN do not get anything more a sentence stating that
Person A won the match or Person B lost the match sentence. I will say that I also didn't really like the endings for winning or
losing (losing seems to be canon).

Side note: Found out you have to left or right click certain hotkeys.. Great support to those players who need it. And it teaches
us how to become the best player possible. Thanks everyone. Very good job!. This is a fun and exciting game with a challenge,
it's not ridiculously challenging though. Lots of games just make challenging platformers where timing and key presses have to
be exact. This game instead is about your reflexes and focus, it's simple, but not too simple and becomes almost addicting
because of the simplicity.. Nice achievements!. Yep, I like it too, even for twice the asked price! It's trippy, and surprising how
often seemingly random motions result in deep, impressive galaxy-like constructs. Crank some Pink Floyd and de-stress in your
own virtual galaxy sandbox! Thumbs: UP!
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